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Freya Terryn1

Japanese Art in Belgium in the 1920s:  
Hidden Treasures and Public Celebrations

   Detail of figure 2.   

Introduction
The 1920s was an important decade for the cel-

ebration and appreciation of Japan, its culture, 

and its art in Belgium. It manifested itself, first 

of all, in the imperial visit of Prince Hirohito 

(1901-1989) in 1921 and in the donation of a col-

lection of 13,862 books by the Japanese govern-

ment to the University of Louvain, as KU Leuven 

was then called.2 Other events that celebrated 

Japanese art and culture were exhibitions in 

Belgium introducing Japanese artists residing in 

Paris at that time. At its apex came the exhibi-

tion at the Kodak gallery in Brussels (14 June-13 

July 1929), set up by the French Japanese Artists 

Association (Furansu Nihon Bijutsuka Kyōkai 仏蘭
西日本美術家協会). On a more institutional level 

it was sustained through acquisitions and dona-

tions of Japanese paintings and woodblock prints, 

which were added to the collections of Japanese 

art of the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium 

(RMFAB) and Royal Museums of Art and History 

(RMAH), respectively.

When discussing the appreciation of Japanese 

art in Belgium at public and institutional levels, it 

should be noted that its groundwork had been laid 

several decades earlier and carefully curated by 

several key figures. A turning point in the spread 

of awareness of Japanese art among the general 

public was the 1889 exhibition of Japanese wood-

block prints, the first of its kind in Belgium, or-

ganized by the Parisian art dealer Siegfried Bing 

(1838-1905) and Belgian art collector and com-

poser Edmond Michotte (1831-1914).3 The Belgian 

King Leopold II (1835-1909) also contributed sig-

nificantly, as he commissioned the Parisian ar-

chitect Alexandre Marcel (1860-1928) to build the 

so-called ‘Japanese Tower’.4 Other crucial contri-

butions were the acquisition of Michotte’s collec-

tion of Japanese art5 by the Belgian government 

for the RMAH in 1905, and the Royal Library of 

Belgium amassing roughly 500 Japanese prints 

between 1888 and the beginning of the twentieth 

century.6

Given the foregoing groundwork,7 this essay 

explores the fascination for Japanese art in the 

interwar period. It explores how Japanese wood-

block prints and modern paintings shared several 

similarities. More precisely it centres on a print 

series by the artist Tsukioka Yoshitoshi 月岡芳
年 (1839-1892) preserved in the RMAH, and on 

paintings by the artist Fujita Tsuguharu 藤田嗣
治 (1866-1968), well known in Europe as Léonard 

Foujita, in the RMFAB. In what follows, the print 

series is interpreted in the context of its acquisi-

tion, whereas the latter is framed in the context 

of a series of events leading up to the Kodak exhi-

bition of 1929. The longstanding appreciation for 

Japanese prints in both Europe and Belgium not 

only contributed to the acquisition of the above-

mentioned woodcuts and paintings by Belgian 

institutions, but also influenced the Japanese 

donators to incorporate a high number of highly 

illustrated Edo period (1603-1868) books, such as 

the fifteen volumes of the Hokusai Manga 北斎漫
画 (published 1814-1878), in the collection that 

was presented to the University of Louvain in the 

1920s.

Yoshitoshi’s hidden treasures
In the 1920s the Japanese woodblock print col-

lection of the RMAH was expanded by several 

acquisitions, donations, and exchanges. Most in-

teresting are the three exchanges taking place in 

1921. Archival material indicates that a total of 

200 Japanese woodblock prints entered the col-

lection through exchanges on 20 April, 18 July, 

and 1 October 1921. Although the details on these 
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 1. Jingū, 15th Empress (Dai jūgodai Jingū kōgō  
第十五代神功皇后) 
Ōban triptych, 37 x 71,5 cm
Publisher: Morimoto Junzaburō 森本順三郎 
Date: April 1879 
Signed: Taiso Yoshitoshi 大蘇芳年 (seal. Taiso 大蘇) 
Engraver: Watanabe Eizō 渡辺栄蔵  
Collection: ImageStudio © Royal Museums of Art and History, 
Brussels, JP.05312. Creative Commons CC BY – KMKG/RMAH/MRAH. 
Literature: Keyes 1982, no.418; Ing and Schaap 1992, no.38;  
Kozyreff 1998, no.196; Uhlenbeck and Newland 2011, no.108

exchanges are scant, the archives confirm that 

a group of four people was involved in each ex-

change. It seems that the idea of a ‘swap’ origi-

nated with Jules Bommer (1872-1950), the cura-

tor of the then divisions of ethnography, folklore 

and the Far East. He reported the proposed swap 

to the chief curator of the museums, Eugène Van 

Overloop (1847-1926), who notified the Minister 

of Sciences and Arts, Jules Destrée (1863-1936)8. 

Finally, Destrée’s chief of staff, Richard Dupier-

reux (1891-1957), was also a key figure in green-

lighting these exchanges.9

The rationale behind the swaps was to get rid 

of some unwanted art objects from Michotte’s 

collection. A certain number of these objects were 

considered by Bommer to be of no interest to the 

museums. At the time they could not be refused 

as the collection was purchased in one unit, even 

though these unwanted objects required much 

space, maintenance, and security.10 Especially a 

certain number of netsuke 根付 – miniature sculp-

tures tied to their respective containers hold-

ing medicine, tobacco, or other personal items 

– and okimono 置物 – decorative objects made 

for display – were judged to belong to that group 

of unwanted art objects. Bommer had already 

expressed this impetus for exchange as early as 

November 1919 and again in January 1920, but it 

took until the spring of 1921 for the swap to come 

to fruition.11 Ultimately, Bommer exchanged 

67 netsuke and okimono in April, estimated at a 

value of 3,120 Belgian francs, for 123 woodblock 

prints, one kakemono, one painting, and five il-

lustrated books.12 Among the prints was a lot of 

48 prints by Utagawa Hiroshige 歌川広重 (1797-

1858) deemed highly desirable for the collection 

as it would complete some of his series.13 In July 

another group of netsuke and okimono, with an es-

timated value of 1,550 Belgian francs, made room 

for a lot of 60 woodcuts.14 Here, too, Hiroshige’s 

prints were deemed most valuable for the muse-

ums. Finally, 117 woodcuts were inventoried on 

October 1.15 Unfortunately, the lack of archival 

material on this last exchange makes it impossi-

ble to determine which objects left the collection, 

although it is certain that it also involved netsuke 

and okimono from Michotte’s collection.16

It is interesting to note that a striking number 

of prints by artists of the Meiji period (1868-1912) 

were part of these swaps. From two in April to 

22 in July, the total culminated in October with 

51 prints. Bommer deemed these prints to be rare 

and believed that their value would increase over 

time.17 Such a positive assessment of Meiji prints 

is uncommon, as they had always been placed 
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in stark contrast to the prints of the Edo pe-

riod. This contrast between woodblock prints of 

both periods was underscored with the opening 

of Japanese ports in 1858 to international trade, 

when Japan left behind its feudal regime for 

modern nation-state building, a departure that 

came to be reflected in the woodcuts depicting 

the modernization and westernization of society. 

As a result, the Edo prints were revered for their 

natural coloration and treatment of traditional 

topics – landscapes, beautiful women, and kabuki 

actors –, whereas Meiji prints were ridiculed for 

their untraditional topics – such as foreigners and 

the modernization of society – as well as for their 

(often crude) application of imported Western 

aniline dyes. Or to put it in the words of Destrée 

himself: “The prints were in a state of decadence 

and artists had run out of inspiration, whereas 

we [Westerners] were to blame for precarious 

aniline dyes replacing the sumptuous vegetable 

colours.”18 Destrée was one of many in a sea of 

Western art collectors and critics who voiced his 

condemnation of Meiji prints, resulting in their 

exclusion from many collections.

Among the swapped prints there is an almost 

complete series entitled Short Illustrated History 

of Great Japan (Dai Nihonshi ryaku zue 大日本史
略図会). Drawing on the talents of Yoshitoshi, one 

of today’s most celebrated woodblock print art-

ists of the Meiji period, this series consists out 

of ten confirmed triptychs issued in 1879 and 

1880, while involving five different publishers.19 

Although once printed in large quantities, this 

series is considered relatively rare today. As the 

RMAH houses eight of its triptychs, it is there-

fore one of the museums’ many hidden treasures. 

For Yoshitoshi this series was issued at a time 

of steady productivity and public acknowledge-

ment by his contemporaries, as between 1876 and 

1880 he added more than 400 prints to his cor-

pus of work and was perceived as an authority in 

warrior prints.20 He stretches his drawings over 

three sheets to introduce personae connected 

to Japan’s imperial history and frames them in 

partially unrolled emaki 絵巻 (scroll painting), 

allowing the viewer to scroll through the narra-

tive from right to left. At the right side, the print 

title introduces its main character, while an ex-

planatory text chronicles an important anecdote 

(Figure 2) or lists several accomplishments (Fig-

ure 1).21 When put together, this print series sup-

ports the original intention of emaki spreading 

out a long story over several scrolls, which is here 

an illustrated history of “great Japan”. In such a 

way, this series can be interpreted in the context 

 2. Yūryaku, 22nd Emperor (Dai nijūnidai Yūryaku tennō  
第二十二代雄畧天皇)
Ōban triptych, 37 x 71 cm
Publisher: Tsujiokaya Kamekichi 辻岡屋亀吉 
Date: 29 April 1879 
Signed: Taiso Yoshitoshi 大蘇芳年 (seal. Taiso 大蘇) 
Engraver: Horikame 彫亀 
Collection: ImageStudio © Royal Museums of Art and History, 
Brussels, JP.05313. Creative Commons CC BY – KMKG/RMAH/MRAH. 
Literature: Keyes 1982, no.418; Ing and Schaap 1992, no.38;  
Uhlenbeck and Newland 2011, no.108
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of the Japanese government recognizing the im-

portance of promoting a national history among 

the general public, and especially among young 

children, as schoolbooks were being published on 

Japan’s imperial history. Although no direct link 

can be established between Yoshitoshi’s prints and 

these schoolbooks, it is assumed that the publish-

ers involved were responding to the demand for 

educational material created by the government 

throughout the 1870s.  

Figure 1 unravels the story of the legendary 

Empress Jingū 神功皇后 (r. 201-269) who, after her 

husband Emperor Chūai 仲哀天皇 (r. 192-200) was 

killed by the resisting Kumaso 熊襲 tribe, success-

fully suppressed the rebels and conquered Silla, 

one of the three kingdoms of ancient Korea. Ac-

cording to the explanatory text on the print, she 

carved into a rock that “the king of Silla is the dog 

of Japan,” for which the triptychs provides the set-

ting. Hereafter she allegedly conquered the other 

kingdoms of Korea and returned home. It is said 

that she was pregnant with her husband’s child be-

fore she took off and only gave birth to an imperial 

prince after her return, three years later.  

Figure 2 introduces Emperor Yūryaku 雄畧天
皇 (r. 456-479), who allegedly became emperor af-

ter successfully vanquishing the clan who killed 

his younger brother Emperor Ankō 安康天皇 (r. 

453-456). The setting here depicts the encounter 

between the emperor, depicted in full military re-

galia, and a rampaging boar on Mt. Katsuragi 葛
城. According to the explanatory text on the print, 

his footmen ran away, whereas the emperor, in a 

moment of fortitude, raised his leg and killed the 

boar with a kick.

The public celebration of Fujita
With Paris as its centre, Japanese woodcuts had 

saturated Western markets since the 1860s and 

continued to appeal to Western collectors and 

institutions throughout the interwar period, as 

is demonstrated above. Simultaneously, the city 

had also been a platform for Japanese painters to 

promote their artwork. Before the turn of the cen-

tury, prolific painters such as Kuroda Seiki 黒田
清輝 (1866-1924) and Yamamoto Hōsui 山本芳翠 

(1850-1906) had come to master Western painting 

techniques. This cultural and artistic exchange 

continued in the interwar period when inspira-

tion and training in the world’s artistic capital was 

sought by subsequent Japanese artists like Fujita, 

Oka Shikanosuke 岡鹿之助 (1898-1978), and Yaza-

wa Gengetsu 矢澤弦月 (1886-1952). In the early 

summer of 1929, the works of these three artists, 

alongside other Japanese painters, were exhibited 

at the Kodak gallery in Brussels. It was the second 

exhibition organized by the French Japanese Art-

ists Association and presented a total of 125 works 

by 33 artists. The association intended to spread 

Japanese culture and art via exhibitions in every 

major European city, but only managed to orga-

nize three exhibitions – two in Paris and one in 

Brussels – before disbanding already in 1929, the 

same year in which it had been established.23 At 

the core of the association was the artist Fujita, as 

its president, and the philanthropist and writer 

Satsuma Jirohachi 薩摩治郎八 (1901-1976), as its 

founder and main benefactor. Using his family 

fortune that stemmed from cotton production, 

Satsuma purchased art works and sponsored – in 

addition to the association – the establishment 

of the Satsuma Chair to celebrate the 500th an-

niversary of the Catholic University of Louvain 

in 1925, although the chair was not inaugurated 

until the academic year of 1928-1929.24

The exhibition aroused enormous interest, for 

on 25 June, only a week after its opening, it was 

attended by the Belgian King Albert I (1875-1934) 

and Queen Elisabeth (1876-1965) (Figure 3). The 

exhibition was quite the success as it resulted in 

the purchase of several paintings by the queen 

herself, the RMFAB and the art collector Georges 

Hulin de Loo (1862-1945).25 In contrast, the Bel-

gian press painted a bleak picture of the exhibi-

tion. In general, newspapers lamented the loss of 

the “Japanese-ness” and “Oriental delicacy” in the 

paintings, for it left visitors wondering whether 

they had really attended a Japanese exhibition. 

Instead, they found themselves surrounded by an 

array of Western-style paintings “simply made 

by artists of Japanese nationality” and feared 

that the “Japanese artists living abroad had lost 

their originality and that the spirit of Paris sub-

dued the spirit of Tokyo.”26 This fault finding was 

not unique to the 1929 exhibition, but had origi-

nated much earlier according to a journalist of the 

newspaper Le Peuple: “While Europe, following 

[Edmond de] Goncourt and [Claude] Monet, had 

barely discovered the old Japanese masters, we 

were sad to see that the sections of modern Japa-

nese art in world’s fairs were filled with paintings 

in the European style by artists from the Far East 

who settled in London or Paris.”27 As a result, the 

Belgian public harshly criticized the Japanese 

paintings that strayed from the Western-set as-

sumptions and expectations.
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One modern artist who did receive accolades for 

his works was the painter Fujita Tsuguharu, also 

known as Léonard Foujita.28 Trained under Ku-

roda, he left for Paris in 1913 after being rejected 

from the Ministry of Education Art Exhibition 

(Monbushō Bijutsu Tenrankai 文部省美術展覧
会), because he was considered not to have met 

the classical requirements of an official painter 

for the Fine Arts Reviewing Committee (Bijutsu 

shinsa inkai 美術審査員会). He settled in Mont-

parnasse and became a modernist of the École de 

Paris, which in its broadest sense included all art-

ists working in Paris during the first half of the 

twentieth century. His technique of combining 

Western oil painting and sumi-e 墨絵, (lit. water-

ink painting) allowed him to rise to fame in the 

1920s and sell his art across Europe.

In 1929 the Belgian press judged him to be 

the only Japanese painter on display who kept 

“his fundamental personality, native originality, 

and respect for the artistic traditions of his coun-

try”.29 Moreover, in contrast to other Japanese 

painters castigated for painting according to Eu-

ropean stylistic conventions, Fujita was applaud-

ed for his portraits, nudes, Parisian landscapes in 

the “pure and stripped-down style of Utamaro 

and Hokusai”.30 The sale of one of his landscape 

paintings and nude drawings to Hulin de Loo at-

tests to his continuing appraisal amongst Belgian 

critics and art collectors.31 Fujita’s success in Bel-

gium was no exception at that time, however, but 

was built up over the course of the 1920s. His of-

ficial debut to the Belgian public occurred in the 

summer of 1920 in Antwerp, where he exhibited 

two oil paintings and three gouaches.32 This de-

but inspired consecutive exhibitions, including a 

vernissage of eight paintings in Brussels in Octo-

ber of the same year, four more exhibitions and 

four solo-exhibitions in Brussels before the Ko-

dak exhibition of 1929.33 

The first testimony of an accolade of Fujita’s 

art is the purchase of his self-portrait (Figure 4) 

by the RMFAB in 1922. This work was displayed 

at his solo-exhibition of 34 works at the gallery Le 

Centaure (13-29 January 1922), which was adver-

tised at the time by three different newspapers.34 

Although as many as eight paintings were sold, 

only the acquisition by the museums was report-

ed in the Belgian press.35 In a newspaper review 

of this exhibition, Fujita was once more described 

as a “real” Japanese painter: “And here is one, Jap-

anese from Japan … who came to Europe, saw the 

things of Europe with the eyes of a Japanese and 

interpreted them with the soul of a fellow Hoku-

sai and Utamaro. … Here is a real Nippon.”36 

In this serious self-portrait, Fujita stands out 

with his bowl cut, round glasses, and moustache 

 3. The Belgian King and Queen awaiting a painting demonstra-
tion at the 1929 French Japanese Artists Association’s exhibition
Photograph, 18,1 × 23, 9 cm 
Date: 25 June 1929
Collection: Waseda University Library―Documents Relating to 
Satsuma Jirohachi 早稲田大学図書館―薩摩治郎八関連資料 (2011)
From left to right: the general director of the French Japanese 
Artists Association Yanagi Ryō 柳亮 (1903-1978), King Albert I, 
Viscount Motono Moriichi 本野盛一 (1895-1953), Queen Elizabeth, 
the wife of ambassador Nagai Matsuzō 永井松三 (1877-1957), and 
Yazawa Gengetsu.
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cut into the shape of an m. It shows us a glimpse 

into his private life, as he is posing in his apart-

ment. Surrounded by a hanging ceramic plate 

and two pipes, a canister of tobacco, a clock and 

matches, he introduces us to one of his vices: 

smoking tobacco.37 This portrait also stands out 

when compared to his other self-portraits, for it 

is missing his pet cat and signature golden ear-

rings.38 

A second testimonial came from the activities 

of three figures who contributed to the aware-

ness of his art in Belgium, namely Dupierreux, 

Destrée, and Satsuma. Dupierreux gave a lecture 

on the painter at the Modern Museum of the 

RMFAB on 14 November 1923.39 Unfortunately, 

it is difficult to shed light on the content of his 

lecture given the dearth of contemporary docu-

mentation.40 A year later, Destrée wrote an ar-

ticle on the painter, identifying Fujita as one of 

the “descendants of Hokusai and as an artist who 

succeeded in keeping the traditions of his country 

alive without Europeanizing too much.”41 This 

article, which also featured a picture of Fujita’s 

self-portrait acquired by the RMFAB in 1922, 

was published in relation to his solo exhibition at 

the Le Centaure gallery (25 October-5 November 

1924). This exhibition proved to be another mile-

stone in Fujita’s Belgian career, for both the Japa-

nese ambassador to Belgium Adachi Mineichirō 

安達峰一郎 (1870-1934) – who also was one of the 

driving forces behind the Japanese book donation 

– and Queen Elisabeth attended the exhibition.42 

Fujita’s final contributor was his friend and sup-

porter Satsuma, as he donated one of his nude 

paintings (Figure 5) to the RMFAB in 1928. Un-

fortunately, any details regarding the donation 

are missing from the museums’ archives.43 And as 

Fujita produced a large number of nude paintings, 

it is impossible to determine in which exhibition 

it could have been featured.44 Nevertheless, the 

donation was reported by two newspapers, both 

featuring its picture, making even the front page 

in one of them.45 
 4. Self-portrait 自画像
Oil on canvas, 100 x 80,5 cm
Date: 1921 
Signed: T. Foujita 嗣治 
Collection: Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium, Brussels  
1922 – no.4405 © Fondation Foujita/SABAM Belgium, 2022 
Literature: Buisson and Buisson 2001, no.21.01 
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In this work, Fujita painted a nude supported by a 

pillow while lying on a bed draped in translucent 

white sheets. The muscular, voluptuous woman 

and her accompanying cat are posed against an 

all-white background. In such a way, this paint-

ing is an archetype of his famous ‘milky-white’ 

nudes. Reminiscent of odalisque paintings, Fu-

jita replaced all accessories conjuring up exotic 

fantasies with his favourite animal: the cat. 

Conclusion
In conclusion, two parallels can be drawn be-

tween the Meiji period prints and the modern 

paintings that found their way into Belgian col-

lections in the 1920s. First of all, they are con-

nected by way of Jules Destrée and Richard Du-

pierreux. In case of the Meiji prints, both figures 

were crucial for the approval of their exchange 

and consequently their existence in the RMAH’s 

collection. For Fujita’s paintings, they were essen-

tial in spreading appraisal for his art among the 

general public through a lecture and an article in 

one of Belgium’s leading newspapers. Secondly, 

both the Meiji prints and modern paintings were 

condemned for their “un-Japanese-ness” and 

were expected to live up to Western expectations 

by treading in the footsteps of Hokusai and Uta-

maro in depicting the “real” Japan. This expecta-

tion that Japanese artists adhere to a traditional 

representation of their country and apply con-

ventional techniques needs to be interpreted in 

the reopening of Japanese ports to international 

trade in 1858. Ever since, Western critics and col-

lectors lamented the loss of the “old” and “real” Ja-

pan, for which they blamed themselves, as Japan 

was rapidly westernising. Thus, the desire was 

born for Japanese artists to create art free from 

Western influence and, as a result, any art that 

deviated from its Western-appointed purpose 

was disdained. Although Hiroshige’s prints were 

the main drive behind the swaps, Jules Bommer 

expressed hope that the prints would rise in value 

over time. In case of Fujita, despite being Europe-

anized to a certain degree, he was applauded for 

keeping up Japanese artistic traditions. 

Finally, it should also be noted that the cel-

ebration and appreciation of Japanese art was not 

only sustained by several Belgian institutions 

and personae, but that Japan also played a deci-

sive role. Satsuma Jirōhachi, who sponsored exhi-

bitions on Japanese art and donated Fujita’s nude 

to the RMAFB, and Adachi Mineichirō, who was 

involved with the Japanese book donation and 

attended Fujita’s exhibition, were also driving 

forces behind the continuous Belgian interest in 

Japan, its art, and its culture. This particular in-

terest in the visual aspects of Japanese culture did 

not go unnoticed by the Japanese book donators 

and is therefore also reflected in the extensive ar-

ray of illustrated books in the collection donated 

to the University of Louvain in the 1920s.
 5. Nude 裸婦
Oil on canvas, 63,5 x 98,5 cm
Date: 1927 
Signed: Foujita 嗣治 
Collection: Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium, Brussels  
1928 – no.4715 © Fondation Foujita/SABAM Belgium, 2022 
Literature: Buisson and Buisson 2001, no.27.23
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Restauration (4 juillet 1958) et Lettre de Son Excellence 

Mgr Honoré Van Waeyenbergh, Évêque Titulaire de 

Gilba, Évêque Auxiliaire de Malines, Recteur Magnifique 

(Louvain: UCL. Centre international de dialectologie 

générale, 1958, planche V). According to Mark Derez, 

archivist of KU Leuven, the photo was taken by Jean 

Schoonjans, director of the ‘Service photographique de 

la Bibliothèque’. He was Van Cauwenbergh’s amanu-

ensis and is the author of a creditable book about the 

history of the Leuven/Louvain library. 

 80 See “Catholic University of Louvain Service des Assur-

ances, Library, Relevé du 21 September 1959”, in UCL 

Fund FI 067 Archives de la Bibliothèque central BE 

A4006 FI 067, folder 13.

 81 Universiteitsarchief KU Leuven Archief Universiteits-

bibliotheek KU BIB 22/11 M: Letter from Mullie to 

W. Dehennin, dated Korbeek, 2-3-1971.

 82 Archives de l’Université catholique de Louvain, 

Archives de la Bibliothèque centrale Letter from J. 

Ryckmans to the Head Librarian of the University (i.e. 

professor Joseph Ruwet), dated February 9, 1971. It is 

written and signed by J. Ryckmans, who is the presi-

dent at that time of the Institut Orientaliste, located 

at 16 Redingenstraat in Leuven.

 83 Ibid.

 84 A total of 20,000 volumes (presumably fascicles) 

according to his own testimony. See Universiteitsar-

chief KU Leuven Archief Universiteitsbibliotheek 

KU BIB 22/11 M: Letter from Mullie to W. Dehennin, 

dated Korbeek, 2-3-1971.

 85 Universiteitsarchief KU Leuven Archief Universiteits-

bibliotheek KU BIB 22/11 M.

 86 Gonzague Ryckmans, “Bis Diruta, Bis Restituta: Con-

tribution à l’Histoire de la Bibliothèque de Louvain”, 

in Scrinium Lovaniense: Mélanges Historiques Etienne 

Van Cauwenbergh; Scrinium Lovaniense: Historische 

Opstellen Etienne van Cauwenbergh (18-50), 50.

 87 Willy Jonckheere & Herman Todts, Leuven Vlaams: 

Splitsingsgeschiedenis van de Katholieke Universiteit 

Leuven (Leuven: Davidsfonds, 1979).

 88 Archives de l’Université catholique de Louvain, 

Archives de la Bibliothèque centrale: Letter from J. 

Ryckmans to the Head Librarian of the University (i.e. 

Professor Joseph Ruwet), dated February 9, 1971. It is 

written and signed by J. Ryckmans, who is the presi-

dent at that time of the Institut Orientaliste, located 

at 16 Redingenstraat in Leuven.

 89 Universiteitsarchief KU Leuven Archief Universit-

eitsbibliotheek KU BIB 22/11 M: letter from Mullie 

to (unnamed) dated Leuven, 21 januari 1970 and 

unsigned note attached to letter from Mullie to W. 

Dehennin, dated Korbeek, 2-3-1971.

 90 Universiteitsarchief KU Leuven Archief Universiteits-

bibliotheek KU BIB 22/11 M: letter from J. Ryckmans 

to the Head Librarian of the University (i.e. Professor 

Joseph Ruwet), dated February 9, 1971.
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iceberg. The craze for Japanese art was also cel-
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